
Board members attending: Maureen Madison, Don Kurtz, Ghassan, Kathleen, Jeri, Sharon
Blunk, Georgina Husky, Melanie Mihal
Also attending: Vishesh Anand

Pacific Division Update (Ghassan): attended 3/17/2021 meeting, a few weeks ago there were
protests in Hollywood. Two recent homicides in our vicinity: elderly man beaten to death on
Abbot Kinney in Venice, and a gang-related murder in Mar Vista Gardens. Street racing - LAPD
is creating a task force for this issue. Heard complaints about teaching for money on city owned
tennis courts.

Vishesh (liaison for Mike Bonin) - LAHSA had a town hall regarding homelessness which was
recorded. DRNC elections in June are closed to new candidates. Emergency rental assistance
program: in round 2, applications are accepted until 4/30 and the program will cover up to 80%
of back rent. HHH funds: mayor created a website to track usage of funds. On Wednesday, city
council will vote on a resolution to support closure of the Ballona natural gas storage facility.
Note that they do not have the power to do this themselves but are going to be on record as
supporting it.

Vishesh Q&A - Don Dombrowski asked Vishesh about the recently removed gates on the
corner of Margaret and Jefferson Blvd. They were grandfathered in and Don asked why the
developer was able to remove them. Vishesh had researched this issue and found no record of
these gates being installed or required. No program exists to close an alleyway in this fashion.
Charlotte expressed frustration with the developer who took down the gates without consulting
the community. Vishesh stated that the city is not able to do anything about this issue as there is
no paperwork about the gate and they cannot force the developer to consult with the
neighborhood association. Lillian stated that the LAFD has keys to the gate. Janice asked if this
means anyone could take down any gates; Vishesh answered that many gates have permits
and cannot be removed. There is no current program to close or gate off an alley; the
association would have to go through the “alley vacation” process and pay for it, in order for the
alley to be closed as a public right of way. Heide asked to clarify if the developer went through
the city or police department. To remove the gates, Vishesh stated that they must not have.
Heide also asked about the natural gas facility: who owns the land and what would happen to
the land if the gas tanks are removed? Vishesh: city does not own the land. City is in support of
any resolution that would close the facility but does not have the power to close it or take the
land.

Homelessness / Bird Island proposal: Charlotte observed that the encampment at Mesmer at
the underpass is growing larger. She wants something to be done to prevent the trash and
blocking of the sidewalk. Heide observed that it is being used as a toilet and is a sanitary issue.

James Cain said that there is no legal access to Bird Island, so everyone in there is illegally
trespassing. He asked how allowing homeless to live there could be legal, given that there is no
legal access to it. He wants it cleaned out with the help of LAHSA. Mary Cain reiterated that
living there is trespassing, and she is frightened of the people who are living there. Marcia



Hanscom (from the Sierra Club and Ballona Institute) stated that her organization wants the
land to be acquired as public land for the birds with walking trails around the edges. Its position
at the junction of two waterways makes it very important for the birds. They are fighting the
development. They are concerned that the land owner is allowing this to happen because they
can position their development as positive because at least it will displace homeowners, and will
cause the development to be approved even though it is not best for the neighborhood.

Susan suggested extending the time for this issue, which was agreed to.

Ava Stone - opposes Bonin’s motion. She feels that homeless deserve to live somewhere, but
should not be allowed to live wherever they want. Volunteered to pay for a sanitary facility for
the homeless, but in a less expensive part of town.

Robert Jan van de Hoek - is an environmental scientist. Would like to ask for reinforced fences
to prevent access to Bird Island. The levees are government owned so this would be legal.
Current fences are too flimsy. There is precedent for doing this in other parts of Ballona
wetlands, and there is no precedent for allowing homeless people to live on private property.
Will complain to the regional water board because the current situation is detrimental to the
environment.

Susan reminded us to be brief.

Kimberly - her house backs up to Ballona creek. Behind her house there is a large amount of
homeless people going back and forth. They often carry bolt cutters and they cut through the
chain link fences, and are intimidating (yelling and threatening). She is concerned that the
homelessness are responsible for theft in her neighborhood. Her front yard is required to have a
low fence so she is not able to prevent them from entering her yard. The problem is getting
worse.

Drew - lives adjacent to Playa Vista. Playa Vista has much better contact with Bonin, and they
are able to get action on his part more quickly. She would like to join forces in approaching
Bonin.

Lillian Jenkins - homelessness is an ongoing situation. She is concerned that LA is attracting
homeless from across the country because they are allowed to live where they like in LA and
they are provided services. We should enforce the laws which do not allow them to live
everywhere.

Jeff Bosten - lives on Kelly Court. Near Ballona Creek Bridge, he caught a homeless person
stealing water from his neighbor and it escalated to a physical confrontation. He feels that
aggression has increased recently and is concerned for his and his family’s safety.

Vishesh - Lawsuits are dictating/limiting what LA can do. In the current lawsuit with LA Alliance,
the judge has dictated that each community must find places to house homeless within their



council district. With the safe camping proposals, they want to replicate the San Francisco
model of a dedicated lot with 24/7 security and services, until they can find a more permanent
solution to the problem. Bird Island already has an encampment, and there are no other options
in Service Area 5 besides Project Roomkey. They will not add more homeless residents to the
site, only provide additional services/monitoring/outreach/security, including port-a-potties, more
secure tents, and outreach workers. The motion is a temporary solution (6-8 months most
likely). The city does not currently have any other options (other housing is being built but is not
yet ready). They are trying to coordinate with the county and higher levels of government.

Robert Moore asked: many homeless people came from elsewhere. If FEMA came in what
would they be asked to do?

Vishesh: 80% of the homeless are from LA County. Homelessness is rising due to economic
conditions, and is projected to until 2023. FEMA would be asked to build safe camp sites.
RCAO is trying to buy small motels to move the homeless off the street rapidly. City is
unprepared to deal with the source of the problem. Prompted by Janice he offered to speak with
anyone one-on-one about the issue. His personal belief is that the judge will enforce the laws
once there is enough housing available.

Don Dombrowski - stated that tiny homes in Redondo Beach are failing. He would like Bonin to
consider vacant office and city properties before they use tiny homes.

Mary Smith - lives in Mar Vista just south of Washington, and is a retired health care provider.
She agrees with Lillian that homelessness is getting worse and does not think the beach is the
appropriate place for the homeless. Suggests using Catholic schools which have closed, or the
Sea View Hotel, as temporary housing.

Some discussion of whether Del Rey has more homeless sites than other places in LA. Vishesh
stated that Del Rey has only two sites, one of which (Bird Island) is not going to be a new site,
just adding services to an existing site.

Don Dombrowski repeated the concern that the developer is manipulating the situation to allow
them to build more on Bird Island.

Webmaster Update (Susan V.) - We get a lot of “Contact Us” emails.  We should either remove
the “contact us” from the website or someone commit to responding. Maureen explained that
she answers all the questions [but not in that forum].

Zoom changed its policy for meetings requiring either a waiting-room or a passcode. Question
posed to the group: Which do you prefer?  Meeting with a passcode can proceed without a host.
Waiting room requires a host to admit guests.  Both options need a host if meeting management



is a concern. (e.g., muting, recognizing digital hand raise, ejecting, etc).  Susan and Maureen
agreed to think about it and make the decision at the next meeting.

Sara (Outreach) - operating at a steady state. Is seeking any leads on local businesses to
spotlight on our Facebook page.

Sharon Blunk - nothing to report.

Kathleen (treasurer) - total Jan/Feb/March income is $738.07.

Georgina (Emergency Preparedness) - This morning’s earthquake is a reminder of the need
for emergency prep. We’ve posted flyers in various channels. She plans to pass out physical
paper flyers near her house, and will try to get volunteers to organize their neighborhood for
emergency prep. Maureen asked about the magnitude of this morning’s earthquake? Georgina
answered: magnitude 4.0, 20 km deep, centered in Lenox/Inglewood. Wrapped up with asking
for volunteers for emergency prep.

Edwina Magana asked if Georgina is affiliated with RYLAN. Georgina stated that she is finding
volunteers, then putting them in touch with RYLAN.

Land Use (Elizabeth): committee met. There have been 6 fires in the last month, along the 90
freeway and in the wetlands. What to do about homeless encampments and the fires that are
built there? DRNC has a homelessness committee meeting on 4/12 and may put together a task
force. The task force would need representatives from state, city, and other agencies to address
the problem of the fires and encampments. Liz wants to invite Holly Mitchell (our new
supervisor) to talk with Del Reyans and hear which issues are important to us. We are stuck in a
quagmire of conflicting agencies all responsible for the same issues. The county keeps fixing
the fences but they keep getting cut. Joe Young did a presentation about the 4 lawsuits on
Ballona EIR. They may be consolidated and he will report back on the status. Ballona
Neighborhood Watch had connected many different agencies to talk about issues that affect the
creek and the bikeway. We want to put street addresses on the bikeway so the particular site of
a fire could be easily identified. In a recent fire the fire truck wasn’t able to find the source of the
fire. Litter is piling up on the bike path between McConnell and Lincoln - someone asked the city
to send sanitation out to get rid of the litter - the city needs to enforce rules against
littering/crime/etc. The Land Use committee took no actions this month, but intends to ask Holly
Mitchell to attend a meeting with Del Reyans. At the next meeting they plan to discuss a
proposal for a senior facility on Cern Ave near Centinela. Vishesh is meeting with Holly
Mitchell’s staff tomorrow so he will make an introduction for us. Mary/James Cain commented
on the fires; they found out (from the Fire department) that homeless people are setting fires to
compete with each other.

Beatrice/Mesmer Garden - county DPW has agreed to pay the water bill for the park. Charlotte
created the garden on a county flood control easement and was instrumental in getting the
DPW to pay the water bill. Maureen got an LADWP bill and there were no water charges, just a



landscaping trash charge ($5 approx). Maureen asked where she should send the bill - Richard
with Ballona Creek Renaissance? A: Yes.

Maureen Madison - Jim/Mary Cain wrote a very nice letter but it is very specific and should be
sent on their own behalf, or from the land use committee, not on behalf of the DRRA. We should
send a different letter.

Janice asked for another director; Heide Jenkins has agreed to fill the position. Her nomination
was voted on and approved.


